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From the President’s desk 

I met Ishan Yener in 1990. I was accompanying Gian Paolo Trivulzio 

in order to learn about the (very long!) discussions of the Intesteno 

Council (the Central Committee at that time). The meeting was held 

in Pula, in former Yugoslavia. We were sitting in a cafeteria, in a 

garden by the venue, sipping coffee during the break. Mr Yener was 

very kind; he spoke English fluently, compared with other Council 

members, and he seemed to me to be a wise and expert teacher, 

who had long and complex experience, both in his life and in his 

profession. He appeared to me to be one who strongly believed that, through the sharing of 

professional experiences, in friendship and with respect for each other, through listening 

and cooperating , great benefit could come to both individuals and groups of professionals 

as well as furthering the aims of Intersteno. 

Although he already was one of the older pillars of the Association, he spoke to me as if I 

were a peer. I remember that he encouraged me and paid attention to my inexperienced 

opinions, pushed me to dare and made me feel at my ease. 

Ishan Yener was a fine and gentle man. He often expressed and showed less than he could 

have done, was always quiet and attentive and never introduced conflict. On the contrary 

he always contributed to solving disputes and struggles that arose in debates. I remember 

him and the devoted team that he had built up in his lifetime organizing and managing the 

Congress in Istanbul and later the Council meeting in Antalya. He motivated thousands of 

young students, teaching them how to live in the present rather than the past  and how to 

excel in their skills. His smiles, his calm and steady 

speeches, his understanding of the proposals of others 

("English please", he used to claim when the discus-

sions went on in German), are his main contribution to 

the Intersteno "family", as he used to call it. 

Ishan Yener was an acknowledged gentleman. I visited 

him together with my family in the late ‘90s, and of 

course he invited us to dine together. My children still 

have memories of this good grandfather, of his pride in 

the Turkish struggle for freedom, of his explanation 

about the birth of the modern writing promoted by 

Ataturk, his preference for laicism and freedom, his 

special way of welcoming guests. 

We celebrated his 90th birthday at Budapest, at the 

50th Congress. He showed the usual brilliant smiles and still wanted to encourage the Inter-

steno family to look ahead. Another pillar of Intersteno has left us and we feel once more 

the terrible responsibility of carrying on with the creature that was founded by such per-

sons. We can only give thanks and keep going in the direction that was pointed out by 

them. Thank you Mr. Yener. 
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While writing these lines, I am aware that the Council and IPRS meeting is looming up in 

Zagreb. We are also proud to present in this edition the agenda and the venues of the 51st 

Intersteno Congress in Berlin. We will also discuss some updates to the competition rules 

and choose the topics of the conferences. I would like to thank Danny Devriendt for the 

hard work that he has done on in past months, involving travelling, making contacts, at-

tending meetings and negotiations and checking details to guarantee another successful 

Congress. 

From now on we are heading towards July 2017. It is already time to prepare! 

 

Happy reading!  

 

Fausto Ramondelli     
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MY GREATEST TEACHER 

I was very nearly born in the education centre that Ihsan Yener founded in 1954 and that 

was responsible for the education of ten thousands of stu-

dents This was because, since my childhood,  my mother had 

worked as a typewriting teacher. With growing respect I wit-

nessed his commitment to education and to teachers as well 

as to the training of competitors in the world championships. I 

saw, since childhood, how greatly he devoted his life to this 

profession. The “F-Keyboard” was perhaps his greatest work. 

In my early years, whenever I saw him he asked me when I 

planned to start typing and become a competitor. I spent all 

my childhood and teenage years on his courses. Again, thanks 

to him, I developed my interest in computers, typewriting and 

many other things related to my profession and ambitions. Finally, with great pride, I found 

myself a competitor in one of his national teams that he had been training to take part in 

world championships for 60 years. 

His greatest legacy to me arose as a re-

sult of a question he asked when I gained 

early success as a teenager: “Are you an 

idealist?” he asked. Idealism was his most 

valuable legacy to us among the count-

less amounts of information and the vast 

number of experiences that he gave us. 

Ever since then I have tried to be like 

him. He became my greatest teacher, not 

only for typewriting, but for every area of 

my education and working life. I became the student of his student - my mother -  as well 

and I owe him gratitude for countless experiences for which I can never thank him suffi-

ciently. 

I always remember that he told us how he 

proved his idealism in education. He 

wished to have the title “Champion 

(Şampiyon)” for the education centre that 

he founded in 1954 but did not want to 

use it until he felt he deserved the name. 

In 1965 his student won the first world 

Intersteno championships to be held our 

country. Then he registered the name.  

I undertook many works and duties within 

our national group based on volunteering 

and idealism, thanks to his legacy. I 

sought to represent the Turkish Group in many important areas and with success for 50  
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years and more. His motivations and energies opened my eyes to this profession and to the 

Intersteno Federation. His latest legacy came when he recommended me  to undertake the  

great duty of serving on the Advisory Board of Intersteno. 

He was like our real father and the very best inspiration. All of our group were his students 

and we owe him everything  arising from our Intersteno activities, our studies and  our pro-

fessions in Turkey. He was the first who used the phrase:  the “Intersteno Family”. 

It is such a hard thing to describe  him in a few sentences: instead I have memories to tell in 

thousands of page; He was my greatest teacher, a family member and a grandfather for 

me. 

 

Emrah Kuyumcu 

Istanbul, 2016 
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Memories of an old student 

In 1955 in Monaco-Montecarlo the first Intersteno Congress 

following the Second World War was held in London. Flaviano 

Rodriguez took part in it and when he came back he spoke 

with enthusiasm of the contacts he had had with Marcel 

Racine, André Morard, and many others. He stressed the need 

for Italy to be involved so as to enlarge its relationship with 

other countries (at that time a passport was required to travel 

in Europe) and to learn what was happening there. It was 

about that time that the debate began about a “European Union”. Flaviano announced that 

in 1957 an Intersteno Congress would be organized in Milan. As a result in 1956 an organiz-

ing committee was formed, directed by Ugo Andreini, the chief of the “Magistero Steno-

grafico” (Shorthand Master School). All the shorthand associations nominated their repre-

sentatives. Flaviano Rodriguez was appointed by the Association of the Cima stenographic 

system to that Committee together with many people drawn from schools, academies, asso-

ciations and so on -  the “steno world” at that time. 

Because Flaviano had to look after two schools it meant that he had to drive back and forth 

in his FIAT 1100 (with the gearshift at the steering wheel), travelling through the city centre 

streets of Milan - streets that are now all inaccessible by private cars - as well as on the   

Florence-Milan highway that was being progressively built between 1956 and 1960 (taking 

only 4 years, despite the difficulties on the Bologna-Florence mountain sector)  

This continuous commuting forced Flaviano to decide that he was not able to continue with  

the activities of the organizing committee of the Intersteno Congress in Milan and he invited 

Prof. Cima to appoint me in his place. He announced his decision to me via a telephone con-

versation. He said I would receive a letter from Cima inviting me to meet Prof. Andreini at 

the Magistero Stenografico building. I told him in the telephone conversation that I was 

hesitant about this but I went there. I got a very formal welcome. Maybe Prof. Andreini was 

shocked that an inexperienced young person had been nominated, although I was known 

because of my performances at shorthand competitions. I was shocked even more than him, 

as a glance to the members’ list scared me: all of them had very grand titles - Engineer, Pro-

fessor, Hon. - while I had only the title of accountant  

Flaviano Rodriguez blissfully smiled at my comments, and said: “Do not worry, most of these 

people will not even come to the Milan Congress. In any case I know many of them who only 

talk if paid and usually about topics that have nothing to do with organizing a Congress.” I 

followed his suggestion reluctantly, and took part in the meeting. Only 10 out of 30 mem-

bers participated. The others sent telegrams or letters, apologizing for their absence: “… 

because of official duties …”, “… since the date there is another important event …”, “ … on 

duty on a foreign important mission …”, etc. The names of the absentees were solemnly 

read out by Prof. Andreini and I still remember the reactions of two relatively young women 

who were much taken by this non-existing participation. They fidgeted, stared at one other 

and loudly wondered: “oh …”, “ah …”, “Even him?!”. 
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The small group decreased even further when it was requested to develop practical actions: 

the Congress stood on the shoulders of Prof. Andreini and Prof. Garbislander, with the sup-

port of pupils of the Istituto Ambrosiano, who were in charge of mail invitations and an-

swered questions. A total of 300 people were expected to register but there were 900! And 

there were many difficulties, as Milan at that time was not yet equipped for hosting such 

important events. In conversation Marcel Racine (for a long time Intersteno  Secretary  

General) used to recall the funny excursion by train to Florence: leaving early in the morn-

ing, arriving at 11 o’clock, fast walking city tour in the centre, lunch and back again by train. 

My involvement in the organizing activities of that Congress was mainly devoted to the con-

tinuous updating of registration lists and later the preparation of tables for the competi-

tions. Meanwhile I had started to work and I could dedicate myself to the Congress for only 

a few hours at night, as well as on weekends. 

This experience was greatly useful to me, both in learning how to contact numerous per-

sons, and for understanding what an Intersteno Congress means. 

 

Gian Paolo Trivulzio - December 2010 (Translation by Fausto Ramondelli) 
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51st INTERSTENO-congress in Berlin – Main congress venues 

Finally, we can announce the main congress venues for the 51st INTERSTENO congress in 

Berlin.  Both venues are situated in the district of Charlottenburg, west Berlin, at the fa-

mous Kurfürstendamm (Ku'damm). This popular area is full of hotels, restaurants, shops... 

and very well connected to all other parts of Berlin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 - Hollywood Media Hotel 

The Hollywood Media Hotel, Kurfürstendamm 202, 10719 Berlin will be the main congress 

venue where most of the congress activities will take place: 

• council-meetings 

• IPRS-meetings 

• conferences 

• competitions TP, TC, WP and AT 

• general assembly 

The Hollywood Media Hotel is a 4 star hotel with 182 rooms. All meeting- and competition 

rooms we will use are air-conditioned. 

Public transport. U1 Uhlandstraße and S-Bahn Savignyplatz are within 5 minutes’ walk. 

Direct connection from Tegel airport with bus 109 direction Zoologischer Garten, stop 

Bleibtreustraße (about 25 minutes). 

Website: www.filmhotel.de 
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Hollywood Media Hotel at Ku'damm  

PC-competition room - one table per participant (125x50 cm)  
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2 - Rackow Schule 

The Rackow Schule, Fasanenstraße 81, 10623 Berlin (entrance: Kantstraße) is a dynamic 

private commercial school with well-equipped classrooms, all with aircon. Founded in 1867 

by August Rackow, the school has a long tradition and is well linked to our activities. Prof. 

Rackow  initially began by teaching typewriting to people who had lost a hand in the war. 

The Rackow Schule will be used: 

• as headquarters for the organization committee 

Meeting room (council, IPRS)  

Kino Neue Lupe - Conferences, General Assembly 
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• as headquarters for the jury 

• for the competitions in ML, SC, RT and NT 

• for the corrections of competition works 

• for board meetings 

Public transport 

U1/U2/U9/S5/S7/S75 Zoologischer Garten or U1 Uhlandstraße 

or U1/U9 Ku'damm 

Website: http://berlin.rackow-schulen.de/ 

Walking time between Hollywood Media Hotel and Rackow Schule is about 10 minutes. 

 

 

 

Kant Dreieck building - Corner Kantstraße/Fasanenstraße - Entrance: Kantstraße  
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Classroom 

Classroom 

PC-room  
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3 – Other venues 

Other venues, such as the venue for the opening, the prize-giving and the farewell evening 

will be announced in the coming months. 

You find always the most up-to-date information  at the congress website 

(www.intersteno2017.org)  

Our main congress venues are situated in the Berlin Charlottenburg district (City-West)  
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This newsletter is published under the responsibility of the Board of the In-

ternational Federation for Information and Communication Processing - 

Intersteno - and sent to all email addresses of persons participating in the 

work of the members of Intersteno known to the Board. Contributions to 

the newsletter can be sent using the form on the web site. Publication will 

take place at the discretion of the Board. Text with signatures cannot re-

flect the official position of the Board of Intersteno, but only that of the au-

thors. Please use news@intersteno.org for any additional comments as 

well as names of persons and entities interested in receiving this message. 

If you do not want to receive this letter, please send an email stating only 

UNSUBSCRIBE in the object of the message.  

 Many thanks to Peter Walker for linguistic revision, and to Daniela Bertolini 

for the layout. 


